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Market Outlook

We expect the Japanese stock market to enter a correction phase in June. A deterioration in the real economy
coupled with rapid declines in economic indicators that are likely to be announced going forward will be
reflected in stock prices. The domestic stock market bounced back at a good rate in May despite sharp declines
in corporate earnings. We think the market was buoyed by expectations for the economic recovery on the back
of normalization of economic activity in China followed by easing of lockdowns in Europe, the US and Japan.
While investors did not take earnings declines as a negative factor in May, we think they should be priced in this
month.

The earnings announcement season for companies listed on the 1st section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange that
have fiscal year-ends in February or March, is almost over. According to Mizuho Securities, all industry
operating income for the FY2019 decreased -14% year-on-year (YoY) with net profits down -27%. And when we
focus on the January-March quarter, operating income decreased -33% with no profits but losses on a net
basis. Domestic companies not only pumped up losses on disposal of equipment, impairment losses,
valuation losses on assets including inventories and loss reserves but also tapped into deferred tax assets. Due
to these temporary losses, net profits declined more sharply than operating income.

Sectors such as oil, steel and automobile fell into the red due to huge amounts of extraordinary losses. Their
stock prices plunged ahead of the earnings season following their downward earnings revisions in advance, but
turned up after the earnings announcements. The financial sector including banks managed to maintain
profitability but downgraded its earnings due to huge amounts of valuation losses and loan loss reserves, which
led to falling stock prices.

We have to be aware that earnings results for the January-March quarter barely reflect the economic damage
inflicted by the coronavirus as production in Japan, the US and Asia excluding China only started to fall in
March. So an impact of the coronavirus (a drop in output) will appear in earnings results for the April-June
quarter, when operating income will decrease further than in the previous quarter. Net profits of those that did
not book extraordinary losses in the January-March quarter should hit bottom in the April-June quarter. While
those who did, will see their operating income down from the previous quarter but net profits turn up without
one-time costs. Given that many of the companies that booked one-time costs are cheap in terms of PBR, we
expect value stocks to perform relatively well while growth stocks that have been strong so far will enter into a

correction phase in June.

Overweight sectors (Largest shown first): Underweight sectors (Largest first):

Information technology Industrials

Materials Consumer Staples

Financials Real Estate

We will keep overweight positions in the IT sector including semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME),
electronic components and IT solutions but reduce its overweight range. We will increase the weight of the
financial sector including insurers following rising long-term interest rates and the normalization of yield curve.
We will also increase the weight of the industrial sector such as materials and machinery following the
resumption of economic activity in China

Investment Strategy

Sectors shown are TOPIX 17 industries
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